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We study two types of sequences of positive integers which arise from problems in the measure- 
ment of comparative judgements of probability. The first type consists of the Van Lier sequences, 
which are nondecreasing sequences xt,xl, . . ..x. of positive integers that start with two l’s and 
have the property that, whenever j< ksn, x&-Xi can be expressed as a sum of terms from the 
sequence other than xj. The second type consists of the regular sequences, which are nondecreas- 
ing sequences of positive integers that start with two l’s and have the property that each sub- 
sequent term is a partial sum of preceding terms. We show that every regular sequence without 
“gaps” is Van Lier and that every regular sequence which satisfies the Fibonacci-like inequality 
xksxk_2+xk- 1 is Van Lier. We also study one-term extensions of Van Lier sequences and ob- 
tain some asymptotic results on the number of Van Lier sequences. 
1. Introduction 
We say that a nondecreasing sequence x1,x2 , . . . ,x, of positive integers is a I/an 
Liersequence if x1 =x2= 1 and, wheneverj<kln, there is a set A C_ { 1, . . ..n} with 
j@A and Xk-Xj’CiEA xi. Simple examples are 1,1,2,4 and 1,1,2,3,5,8. The first 
oftheseisVanLierbecause4-2=1+1,4-1=1+2,and2-1=1.Thesecondis 
Van Lier because as we shall observe below every initial subsequencefi,f2, . . . , f, of 
the Fibonacci sequence is Van Lier. Van Lier sequences were introduced by 
Fishburn and Roberts [4] on the basis of an idea of Van Lier [13]. As explained 
later, they correspond to sequences of probabilities assigned to the atoms of the 
finite Boolean algebra dn of all subsets of { 1 , . . . , n} that satisfy a certain con- 
dition. 
* F. Roberts’ research was supported by the National Science Foundation under grant number 
IST-86-04530 to Rutgers University. 
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Our main purpose is to discuss the properties of Van Lier sequences. We also 
compare them to so-called regular sequences, where a nondecreasing sequence 
x1,x2, .--, x, of positive integers is regular if xl =x2 = 1 and, for all kr 3, x, is the 
sum of Xi for some i less than k. For example, 1,1,2,3 is a regular sequence but 
1,1,2,5 is not since 5 is not the sum of preceding terms. There are two regular 
sequences of length 3: l,l,l and 1,1,2. There are six regular sequences of length 4: 
l,l,l,l; 1,1,1,2; 1,1,1,3; 1,1,2,2; 1,1,2,3; and 1,1,2,4. Regular sequences also arise 
from the assignment of probabilities to the Boolean algebra &,,. They were in- 
troduced by Fishburn and Odlyzko [3] and have also been studied by Fishburn and 
Roberts [4] and Fishburn, Marcus-Roberts, and Roberts [2]. 
Clearly, every Van Lier sequence is regular. The simplest example of a regular 
sequence which is not Van Lier is 1,1,2,4,5. This is regular because 5 = 1 + 4, 
4=1+1+2, and 2=1+1, but is not Van Lier sincexs-x3=3 is not the sum of 
terms other than x3 = 2. In fact, 1,1,2,4,5 is the on/y regular sequence of length I 5 
which is not Van Lier. 
In the rest of this introduction we describe the probabilistic motivation for Van 
Lier and regular sequences, and then summarize our main results. For a survey of 
related results, see Fishburn and Roberts [5]. 
Suppose 2 is a binary relation on &‘,,, interpreted to mean “at least as probable 
as.” Let > and - denote the asymmetric and symmetric parts of 2, respectively. 
That is, A>B if A2B and it is not the case that B?A, and A-B if both ArB 
and B2A. We say that a probability measure P on &n agrees with r if for all 
events A and B in d,,, 
AzB e P(A)rP(B). 
P uniquely agrees with z if it agrees and is the only probability measure to do so. 
For background on agreeing probability measures, see Krantz, et al. [8] or Roberts 
[l 11. Papers which discuss uniquely agreeing probability measures include [l-5, 
7,9, 10,121. 
Let ??, be the set of all probability measures on &‘n that uniquely agree with some 
L. Given PEAR, letpi= P({i}). Relabel the elements of &, so thatp, IP~I***IP,,. 
Also, assume for simplicity that each pi is positive. Then p1,p2, . . . ,pn can be 
associated with a sequence of positive integers xl, ~2, . . . ,x, where pi = Xi/C Xj . (The 
condition for unique agreement in Fishburn and Odlyzko [3] implies that the pi are 
rational.) We consider only the corresponding sequence x1,x2, . . . ,x, in smallest- 
integer format: We cannot multiply each term by the same positive number and get 
a sequence of integers which are smaller. The resulting sequence x1,x2, . . . , x,, is 
called a uniquely agreeing sequence. Uniquely agreeing sequences were introduced 
by Fishburn and Odlyzko [3] and are also studied by Fishburn, Marcus-Roberts, 
and Roberts [2]. 
A probability measure P on &n is called a regular measure if for each atom {i} 
for which pi>pj>O for some other atom {j}, pi is a sum of smaller probabilities 
assigned to atoms different from {i}. Fishburn and Odlyzko [3] show that the set 
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,%?,, of all regular measures is a subset of P,,. They also observe that the regular 
sequences are exactly the uniquely agreeing integer sequences which correspond to 
regular measures whose atom probabilities are all positive. 
A probability measure P in 9n is called a I/an Lier measure if for all i,jE 
{I,..., n}, {i}>(j} implies that there exists CEJ~ such that {i}-{j} U C. In 
words, if {i} is more probable than {j}, then there is an event C such that {i} and 
{j} U C are equally probable. Let W, be the set of all Van Lier measures. Fishburn 
and Roberts [4] show that W, c B,, , with W, c B,, if and only if n 2 5. They also 
prove that a nondecreasing sequence x1, x2, . . . , x, of positive integers is Van Lier if 
and only if it is a uniquely agreeing sequence (in smallest integer format) that 
corresponds to a Van Lier measure. 
The next section begins the study of Van Lier sequences by introducing the notion 
of a gap in a regular sequence. A gap occurs at Xj if Xj+ 1 is larger than C{i: xi + 1. 
We show that every regular sequence without gaps is a Van Lier sequence. We also 
show that every sub-Fibonacci sequence is Van Lier, where a sequence x1,x2,. . . ,x, 
is sub-Fibonacci if it is regular and for all k23, x,lxk_,+xk_,. It follows of 
course that every beginning subsequence f,, f2, . . . , f, of the Fibonacci sequence is 
Van Lier, since here fk = f+ 2 + fk_ 1 for k? 3. We also investigate infinite sequences 
x1,x2 ,...) x, )... each of whose beginning subsequences x1,x2, . . . ,x, is regular 
without gaps, and show they are super-complete in the sense that every positive in- 
teger bounded by some term in the sequence can be obtained as a sum of terms in 
the sequence other than a prescribed one. 
Section 3 studies one-term extensions of Van Lier sequences that yield regular 
sequences. We show that if the original Van Lier sequence has a gap, then some one- 
term regular extension is not Van Lier. This will explain why 1,1,2,4,5 is not Van 
Lier. We also show the converse, namely that if a Van Lier sequence has no gaps, 
then every regular extension is Van Lier. The problem of determining the Van Lier 
sequences which have the largest number of one-term Van Lier extensions is also 
considered. We show that every one-term sub-Fibonacci extension of the Fibonacci 
sequence fi,f2, . ..A1 has f,+, one-term Van Lier extensions, and note that for 
n I 7, no other Van Lier sequence has more one-term Van Lier extensions. 
Section 4 investigates the number v, of Van Lier sequences of length n. The 
number pn of uniquely agreeing sequences of length n and the number r,, of regular 
sequences of length n have been studied previously by Fishburn and Odlyzko [3]. 
They obtain an asymptotic expression for r, and show that r,,/p, + 0 as n -+ 00. We 
conjecture that v,/r,, --+ 0 as n --t co. We also prove a weaker result, namely that 
v,/r,, < A for n sufficiently large, where A < 1. 
Section 5 concludes the paper with a brief summary and suggestions for further 
research. 
2. Gaps 
This section pinpoints the basic structural property which separates Van Lier 
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sequences from regular sequences, namely the presence of what we shall call a gap. 
We begin with two fundamental results from Fishburn and Odlyzko [3] which are 
used repeatedly later. 
Lemma 2.1. Zfx,,x, ,..., x,, is a regular sequence and p is a positive integer that 
satisfiesp5C~=,Xi, thenp=Cj,,xiforsomeA~{l,...,k}. 
Theorem 2.2. A nondecreasing sequence x1, x2, . . . , x, of positive integers is regular 
if and only if x1=x2=1 andfor aIljr3, XjIX,+...+Xj_1. 
The theorem follows from Lemma 2.1 since Xj’ c:i: xi implies that Xj= CiEA xi 
for some AC{l,...,j-1). 
Suppose x1, x2, . . . , x,, is a regular sequence. We say that there is a gap at Xj if 
j-l 
Xj+l> C Xi+l* 
i=l 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose x,, x2, . . . , x,, is a regular sequence without gaps, j I n, and q 
is a positive integer that satisfies q I Cyz, Xi - Xje Then there is a set A c ( 1, . . . , n} 
with jeA such that q=CiEA Xi. 
Proof. If the lemma is false, let n be the smallest integer for which it fails for some 
j. Note that j< n by Lemma 2.1. If q<xj, then regularity implies that qs c{l: xi, 
and then Lemma 2.1 gives a contradiction. Thus, q>xj. If q<xj+,, then, since 
there are no gaps, 
j-l 
xj+lsiCIxi+19 
SO q< C{i: Xi and Lemma 2.1 again gives a contradiction. Since q =Xj+ 1 also gives 
a contradiction (take A = {j+ l}), it follows that q>xj+ 1. 
Let a be the largest index such that x,<q. It follows that j+ 1 I a. Define r by 
q=x,+r. Thus, O<r<q. If r5Cy:; Xi-Xj, then by choice of n, since a- l<n, 
there is a set Bc_{l,..., a-l} with j$B and r=CieBxi. It follows that q= 
XO+Cj~B I* x. Since j< a and a, je B, we have reached a contradiction. We conclude 
that r>Cyz; Xi-Xj. It follows that 
q=x,+r> C Xi-Xj. 
i=l 
We now consider two cases. Suppose first that a<n. Then since j<a and the 
sequence is nondecreasing, we have XjSXoa Note that a+ 1 In and that qlx,+l. 
Moreover, q<x,+ 1, for otherwise q = CiEA Xi with A = {a + 1) and we have a con- 
tradiction. Since xj<Xa, it follows from (1) that 
U-1 
C Xi+lSi~~Xi-Xj+14q<Xa+,. 
i=l 
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Thus, we have a gap, which is a contradiction. 
Suppose next that a= n. It follows from (1) that 
icr Xi-Xj<r+Xn = 45 ;g, X;-Xj9 
which again is a contradiction. 0 
Theorem 2.4. Every regular sequence without gaps is a Van Lier sequence. 
Proof. If q=xk-xj, then q<C:=, X;-Xj. The result now follows by Lemma 
2.3. 0 
The converse of Theorem 2.4 is false. For instance, 1,1,2,4 is a Van Lier sequence, 
but there is a gap since 4>(1+ l)+ 1. 
To state our next result, let us say that a sequence x1,x2, . . . ,x, is sub-Fibonacci 
if it is regular, so x1=x2=1, and for all k23, x~~x,+~+x~_~. 
Theorem 2.5. Every sub-Fibonacci sequence is Van Lier. 
Proof. Suppose x1,x2, . . . , x,, is sub-Fibonacci. We show that there is no gap and 
therefore, by Theorem 2.4, the sequence is Van Lier. Suppose there is a gap. Then 
for some integers j and t, 
j-l 
Xj+l>t> C Xi* 
i=l 
We argue by induction on j that (2) gives a contradiction. If j = 2, then (2) says that 
x,>t>x,. Since x1=1, this says that x,>2. But x,=x2=1 and x,r:x,+x2=2, 
which is a contradiction. Suppose now that (2) for j- 1 gives a contradiction, and 
suppose that (2) holds for j. By the sub-Fibonacci property, we have 
j-l 
Xj_l+XjlXj+l>t> C Xi, 
i= I 
SO Xj> t> Cjlf x;. By the induction hypothesis, this implies a contradiction. 0 
At this point we note some interesting results for infinite sequences. An infinite 
sequence is called complete if every positive integer can be written as a sum of terms 
in the sequence. It is a well-known theorem that the Fibonacci sequence is complete 
(see, for example, Hoggatt [6, p. 701). The property of completeness motivates the 
following definition: An infinite sequence x1, x2, . . . of positive integers is called 
super-complete if whenever q is a positive integer with q<x, for some k, then for 
every positive integer j there is a set A with je_4 and q = CieA Xi. The Fibonacci 
sequence is also known to be super-complete (Hoggatt [6, p. 721). 
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Theorem 2.6. Suppose x1,x2, .. . is an infinite sequence such that for all n, 
x1,x2, .. . ,x, is regular and has no gaps. Then x1,x2, .. . is super-complete. 
Proof. Suppose q < xk and let p = max{ j, k} . Then by regularity and Lemma 2.1, 
q 5~~ implies that q I Cfi; Xii Cy= 1 Xi - Xj, since xp >Xj_ The result now follows 
by Lemma 2.3. 0 
3. Extensions of Van Lier sequences 
In this section, we study extensions of a Van Lier sequence by one term. We begin 
by pinpointing how the presence of gaps can create non-Van Lier extensions. In the 
following theorem, the existence of t implies that there is a gap at Xj. 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose x*,x2, . . . , x, is a Van Lier sequence, j< n, and 
j-l 
Xj+l>t> C Xi* 
i=l 
Then if 
(3) 
X n+1= XjS t + ~ Xi, (4) 
i=j+2 
x1,x2, . . ..x.+, is not Van Lier. 
Proof. Let Y=Clzj+,Xi and let 4=x,+,-x,=Y+t with x,+~ as defined in (4). 
Suppose that q=CiCAXi for some AG{l,...,n,n+l} with j$A. Note that 
n+ 1 $A since q<x,+,. We shall reach a contradiction. Let B = {j + 2, . . . , n}. If 
BcA, then t=CjeC Xi where C =A \ B. This cannot be the case since t < Xj+ 1 and 
thus j+ 1 $ C and hence ts cfr: Xi, which contradicts (3). We conclude that 
B\A#B. 
Let D={l ,..., j-l,j+l}. We have 
so 
c 
ieDnA 
Xi=iEBC\AXi+t* 
Since B\A#O, CiEB,A XiLXj+22Xj+l. Thus, (3) implies that 
j-l 
C Xi+t>Xj+l+C Xi2 C Xi, 
ieB\A i=l ieDflA 
which violates (5). 0 
(5) 
To illustrate Theorem 3.1, note that 1,1,2,4 is a Van Lier sequence and 4> 3 > 
1 + 1. It follows that 1,1,2,4,5 is not a Van Lier sequence, as we have observed 
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already, since 5 = 2 + 3 + 0. To give another example, note that 1,1,2,3,6,9,11 is a 
Van Lier sequence and 9 > 8 > 1 + 1 + 2 + 3. Thus, 1,1,2,3,6,9,11,25 is not a Van Lier 
sequence since 25 = 6 + 8 + 11. 
The following theorem is an extension of Theorem 3.1 and will be referred to in 
Section 4. It says that the non-Van Lier extensions obtained from two different gaps 
are different. 
Theorem 3.2. Suppose x1,x2, .. . ,x, is a Van Lier sequence and 
j-l k-l 
Xj+l>tl> C Xi9 Xk+l>t2> c Xi 
i=l i=l 
for integers t, and t2 with 3 5 j< k< n. Let 
_Yl=Xj+t,+ i Xi, yz=xk$t2+ i xi. 
i=j+2 i=k+2 
Then y1 # y2. 
Proof. We have 
j-l k+l 
_Yl>Xj+ C Xi+ C Xi+ i Xi- 
i=l i=j+2 i=k+2 
If kr j + 2, then the right-hand side of (6) can be written as 
(6) 
j-l k-l n 
xj+ c xi+ c xi+xk+xk+l+ c xi 
i=l i=j+2 i=k+2 
The parenthetical expression is nonnegative since Xj+, I Ci=, Xi5 Cflf Xi; also 
xk+ 1 > t2. Thus, the right-hand side of (6) exceeds y2. 
We next consider the possibility that k < j + 2, i.e., k = j + 1. In this case, the right- 
hand side of (6) can be written as 
j-l n 
Xjf c xi+Xk+l 
i=l 
ti=~+2xi= i xi+Xk+l+ i Xi. 
i=l i=k+2 
Since x1 + “‘+Xj>Xj+1=Xk and Xk+r > t,, we conclude again that the right-hand 
side of (6) exceeds y2. 0 
Theorem 3.3. A Van Lier sequence has a one-term regular extension which is not 
Van Lier if and only if the sequence has a gap. 
Proof. Suppose that x1,x2, . . . , x,, is a Van Lier sequence with a gap. Then there is 
t satisfying (3). If x,+i is defined by (4), then 
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X n+l<Xj+Xj+l+ i Xi* 
i=j+Z 
ByLemma2.1,xl,x2 ,..., xn+r is a regular sequence. By Theorem 3.1, it is not Van 
Lier . 
To prove the converse, suppose that there are no gaps and let x1, x2, . . . ,x, + I be 
a one-term regular extension. Suppose j< n + 1 and q =xn+ 1 -Xj. Then q> 0, for 
otherwise q= CIEA Xi for A =0. By regularity, 41 Cy=‘=, Xi-Xj. By Lemma 2.3, 
since x1,x2, . . . . x, is regular without gaps, there is a set A c { 1,. . . , n} with j $ A and 
4=c. IEA Xi. Thus, x1,x2 ,..., x,+1 is Van Lier. 0 
We now turn to the problem of determining the Van Lier sequences which have 
the largest number of one-term Van Lier extensions. 
Theorem 3.4. Suppose x1, x2, . . . , x, is a one-term sub-Fibonacci extension of the 
Fibonacci sequence f,, f2, . . . , f,_ ,. Then every one-term regular extension of 
X1,X2, . . . . x,, is Van Lier and the number of such Van Lier extensions is f,, ,. 
Proof. The possible one-term regular extension values for x, + I are x,,, x, + 1, . . . , x,, + 
Cr_; Xi. But C:r,’ Xi=C:i; J;=fn+l - 1, by a well-known identity (see Hogatt 
[6]). It follows that there are f, + 1 p ossible regular extensions. It suffices to show 
that each is Van Lier. 
To do so, note that by Theorem 3.3 it suffices to show that there are no gaps in 
x1,x2, . . . . x,,. Now if j+lrn-1, then 
j-l j-l 
xj+l =fJ+I = iJll.h+ ’ = iC, xi+ l* 
If j + 1 = n, then by the sub-Fibonacci property, 
j-l j-l 
Xj+ 1 ‘Xj~l +Xj=_f-I+h=fJ+l= iCI.A+1 = C xi+l. q 
i= 1 
Suppose u,* is the largest number of one-term Van Lier extensions of an n-term 
Van Lier sequence. Investigation of v, for small values of n leads to the conjecture 
that no Van Lier sequence x1, x2, . . . ,x,, has more than f, + , one-term Van Lier ex- 
tensions, and so by Theorem 3.4, v,* = f,, 1; and to the conjecture that a Van Lier 
sequence xl, x2, . . . ,x,, has exactly f, + 1 one-term Van Lier extensions if and only if 
the sequence is a one-term sub-Fibonacci extension of the Fibonacci sequence 
f&Y ..a, f, _ , . The second conjecture holds for n 5 6, but fails when n = 7. The Van 
Lier sequence 1,1,2,4,6,10,13 is not a one-term sub-Fibonacci extension of the 
Fibonacci sequence, yet it has 21= f,, 1 Van Lier extensions. The first conjecture 
holds for n 57, but fails when n = 8. The Van Lier sequence 1,1,2,4,6,10,13,16 has 
35 = f,+ , + 1 one-term Van Lier extensions. It remains open to calculate v,* for 
nz8. 
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4. The number of Van Lier sequences 
This section presents results about the number of Van Lier sequences. Let V, be 
the set of Van Lier sequences of length n and let R, be the set of regular sequences 
of length n. For comparison’s sake, it is also useful to talk about the set P,, of 
uniquely agreeing sequences of length IZ, as defined in Section 1. Let u, = ) V, 1, r, = 
1 R, I, and p,, = IP, I. By our observations in Section 1, r3 = u3 = 2 and r4 = o4 = 6. 
Fishburn and Odlyzko [3] note that r, = 27. It is easy to show that ns = 26: There 
is exactly one regular sequence of length 5 which is not Van Lier, namely 1,1,2,4,5. 
This can be verified by going through the list of all 27 regulars of length 5 given 
in Fishburn and Odlyzko [3]. Table 1 shows the counts of o,, r,,, and pn for small 
values of n. 
Fishburn and Odlyzko [3] prove that r, = 2n2(1 +0(1))‘2, where o(l) denotes a 
function of n that approaches 0 as n gets large, and that r,,/p, + 0 as n + CD. This 
suggests the conjecture that v,/r,, -+ 0 as 12 + 03. Although we feel strongly that this 
conjecture is true, we have not been able to prove it. However, we have been able 
to prove that for n sufficiently large, u,,/r,,sA for some A < 1. The next theorem 
establishes this fact. 
Theorem 4.1. For n sufficiently large, v,/r,,<O.9. 
Proof. Let x1,x2, .. . , x,_~ be a fixed Van Lier sequence of length n - 3. Let AC3) be 
the number of three-term regular extensions of this sequence and let BC3) be the 
number of three-term regular extensions that are not Van Lier sequences. We show 
that for n sufficiently large, B’3’/A’3’>0.1. Since this is true for every Van Lier 
sequence of length n - 3, it follows that u,/r, < 0.9. 
Let x1,x2, . . . , x, _ 3, y,, y2, y, be a three-term extension. Let K = C :Lf Xi. Then by 
Theorem 2.2, this extension is regular if and only if y,, y2, y3 satisfy 
Y2~y3”K+yl +Y2* 
It follows that the number of regular extensions is 
It is useful to bound AC3) by integrals, obtaining 
AC3’s .r;;;n_j !:,1:“’ [;;+Y’+” dy,dy,dy, = A$? 
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Table 1. Numbers of Van Lier, regular, and unique- 
ly agreeing sequences. 
2 1 1 1 
3 2 2 2 
4 6 6 8 
5 26 21 102 
6 164 192 ? 
I 1529 2280 ? 
8 21439 47097 ? 
Note that by Theorem 3.1 with j = n - 2, a regular three-term extension is not a Van 
Lier sequence if all of the following hold: 
(a) x,-,5yrsK, 
(b) K+25yz5K+yr, 
(c) K<t<y2 (equivalently K+l~t~y,-l), 
(d) ~3 =Y, + t. 
Note that (c) and (d) are equivalent to 
(e) K+yl+1~y35yr+y2-1. 
Thus, Bc3) is at least the number of y,, y2, y3 satisfying (a), (b), and (e), i.e., 
K+Yl 
Ld3’I ; c 
YI+Yz-I 
c 
1 = c(3). 
y, =x,-3 y*=K+2 y,=K+y, + 1 
Again bounding by integrals, we have 
CC3’2 ilEX.-, [I;;,, [;;;;;;,+r dysdyzdy, = Ck3’. 
A straightforward calculation shows that 
A(,3)=+K3-K2xn_3-+Kx;_3+F(K,~n_3) 
and 
where F(K,x,_~) and G(K, x,_~) are both sums of terms of the form aK’xi_, with 
i+j52. Thus 
Cp’ +K3-+~i_3+G(K,xn_3) 
-ZZ 
A(3) 
* +K3 - K2~n_3 -+Kx;_~+F(K,x,_~) ’ 
(7) 
Note that G(K,xn_,)/K3 and F(K,x,_~)/K~ go to 0 as II and hence K gets large. 
This is because x,_~ 5 CyI‘r Xi< K. Dividing numerator and denominator of (7) by 
K3 and letting 2 = K/X,-~, we conclude that for n and hence K large, Ci3)/A(*3) is 
arbitrarily close to 
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+-+(1/P) A3- 1 A2+Jt+1 
+-1/A-+(1/;12) = 913-6A2-3A = 9A2f3;1 
=f (2). 
Note that f’(A) < 0, so f(A) decreases in 2. It follows that 
f(A)> lim f(A) = +. 
I-m 
Thus, if IZ is sufficiently large, 
ci3’ 
->O.l. 
A’*3’ 
Hence, for n sufficiently large, 
B(3) (53’ cp’ 
~‘~‘~>O.l. 
A(3) - A(3) - A$’ 
0 
The result in Theorem 4.1 can be improved by considering extensions by four 
places and making use of Theorem 3.2. Then yl,y2,y3,y, is a non-Van Lier exten- 
sion of x1,x2, . . . . x,_qifwecanfindt,sothatK<tl<y2andwesety4=t,+y,+y3 
or if we can find t2 so that K +yl < t, < y3 and we set y, = t2 +y2. By Theorem 3.2, 
the two different definitions of y4 result in different extensions. Based on these 
observations, we can count the number of such extensions. By using integral ap- 
proximations, we can show that for IZ sufficiently large, u,/r,, 173194. Going to 
longer and longer extensions improves the upper bound on v,/r, further. However, 
we have not been able to drive the upper bound down arbitrarily low. 
5. Discussion 
Our aim in this paper has been to introduce the reader to the fundamental com- 
binatorial and number-theoretic properties of two types of sequences which arise in 
measurement theory, the Van Lier sequences and the regular sequences. We have 
studied the relationships between the two types of sequences, obtained results about 
the regular and Van Lier extensions of Van Lier sequences, and have found some 
preliminary results about the number of Van Lier sequences. 
A number of questions about the Van Lier and regular sequences remain open 
at this point. For instance, it would be of interest to determine v,*, the maximum 
number of one-term Van Lier extensions of a Van Lier sequence of length n. We 
know that v,*~f,,, for all n and that v,* 5 f, + , for n< 7, but the latter fails for 
n = 8. It would also be interesting to find an asymptotic expression for v,, the 
number of Van Lier sequences of n terms. Finally, we have conjectured that if r,, 
is the number of regular sequences of n terms, then v,/r, + 0 as n -+ 03. The resolu- 
tion of this conjecture remains an attractive problem for further research. 
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